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Kinetocracy: The Government of Mobility at the Desert’s Edge

Benedetta Rossi

The present chapter contributes to this volume’s aim to theorize the state and mobility in Africa by exploring the relation between centralized states and those nomadic societies that resisted state control by following alternative and at times antagonistic rationales of power as control over mobility, which I call “kinetocracy.” The study of African governance is conceptually ill equipped to investigate forms of political rule that do not fit the state model. A narrow focus on the modern state has resulted in a purely negative characterization of nomadic and seminomadic societies in the desert as the state’s “exteriority.” Yet desert-like environments, characterized by low population densities and the necessity to be mobile, support the development of particular governmental rationales that should be conceptualized in their own terms. Here, power comes to be expressed primarily as control over one’s own and other people’s movements, because it is through such control that access to water, food, and other assets is secured. In these contexts, political authority is based on three main conditions: ability to access resources and make them available to allies and dependents; ability to make others move in support of one’s economic and military purposes; and ability to hinder the mobility of one’s enemies. These conditions are achieved and retained through a combination of military might and the development of habits adjusted to the requirements of life in the desert.

I am not suggesting that geographic or climatic conditions determine the establishment of particular political formations. Desert and semidesert
regions and the societies that inhabit them have historically been integrated in a variety of political structures, including kingdoms, empires, and nation-states. In the case of Ader, which is the focus of this chapter, various political systems from the late nineteenth century to the present successively developed different strategies for coping with the desert. In Tuareg hierarchies, droughts resulted in an exchange of slaves, who needed to be fed, for cereals provided by traders from the savannah. This was one of many ways to cope with the duress of the Saharan climate. It depended on the power of Tuareg elites to trade slaves out of the desert, and freely move their own families and dependents to southern locations in times of famine. After the abolition of slavery, new governmental authorities developed alternative measures. In post-1940s colonial developmentalism, the desert came to be seen as something that could be fought against through technological means. Clearly, political relations influence the ways the desert is interpreted and acted upon.

Yet, following Fernand Braudel, “a desert is a desert, with its requirements that never change, at the time of Abraham or David just as in our own times.” At the desert’s edge, productive resources (for example, water sources, land that can be farmed, pastures) are rare and recurrently exposed to droughts and other threats. In these circumstances, securing access to scattered, precarious resources is more important than securing ownership rights over productive assets. Here, the development of intensive agriculture (or pastoralism) is limited because the risk involved in investing a disproportionate amount of resources and labor in one or more farming fields (or herds) would be unsustainable. Here power lies in the capacity to move freely to access a variety of resources and economic opportunities scattered in multiple locations. This situation is reversed in environments that support higher population densities and where stable resources produce high yields and high returns to labor. Material conditions of life have implications for the logics that govern social and political relationships, without ever determining the particular political arrangements that take place at specific moments in time.

One way this chapter distances itself from the arguments advanced in the introduction of this volume is that it focuses not on the state, which is seen here as only one particular institution of government, but on governmental rationales (that inform the activities of the state and other institutions). This approach allows me to compare the rationales that govern centralized states with those undergirding other forms of political rule, such
as the rule of Tuareg hierarchies in seminomadic societies. The latter may share some characteristics with territorial states, but they are structurally and functionally different. When they coexist with such states, giving rise to forms of legal and political pluralism extensively documented in African history, the result is a clash between different governmental logics and not merely between two sets of political elites with opposed interests (for example, a Western colonial one and an indigenous one). The state should be seen as one of many institutions whose members partake of a particular governmentality broadly defined, with Foucault, as “the conduct of conduct.” In Ader, the practices of agents inhabiting the state administration or other institutions have been influenced by broader historical and cultural discourses that defined certain ways of moving and controlling movement as acceptable and not others, or not for all members of society. Especially in contexts like Ader, the state does not shape the conduct of its subjects/citizens any more than do the mosque, the school, or indigenous political institutions that, due to Ader’s marginality, remained semiautonomous from state control.

I should, once more, qualify my argument. I am not supporting a culturalist interpretation that sees different culture groups (for example, colonizers and colonized) as belonging to compartmentalized worlds of knowledge. In Ader, and elsewhere, some colonial subjects—for example, native chiefs—were familiar with both the government logics of the colonial state and the kinetocratic logics that informed precolonial government. To some extent, their choices may have taken shape at a subconscious level. But they also chose to alternate strategically across different “paradigms of argument,” which derived strength from different governmentalties. Government as the “conduct of conduct” encompasses a continuum of practices ranging from the exercise of political sovereignty to relations within and across various types of social institutions, interpersonal relations, and “technologies of the self” governing the ways individuals manage their own bodies and persons. Thus, although the modern state and its agents may have a greater capacity to prevent, promote, and channel mobility than do other institutions and individuals, it is not the only institution capable of influencing how people move; its reach is stronger in certain regions than in others and among certain groups than others. For example, illegal migrants in the so-called informal economy eschew state controls and follow alternative rules and logics of movement. If we are interested in distinguishing different ways of moving, a narrow focus on the state can
be heuristically limiting: for instance, the Western state may indeed not differentiate between the mobility of male and female citizens, but specific religious communities often regulate differently, and very effectively, the mobility of males and females, irrespective of common citizenship. We need to ask whose rationales of movement are influenced most by state rule and which ones operate autonomously, irrespective of state regulations or in antagonism with state rules. To answer these types of questions, the state should be understood less as the main source of meaning and praxis than as an important vehicle of some of the normative views of the time—not all.

This chapter suggests that kinetocracy differs from the governmental logics of centralized states, which emphasize territorial control and define membership in relation to residence and fixed, calculable property that the state accesses through taxation. Although part of modern state power consists in its capacity to monopolize the means of legitimate movement, control over mobility is only one of many defining characteristics of the contemporary nation state. By contrast, it is the fundamental axiom that structures relations of power and governance in kinetocratic governments. The first section of this chapter suggests that the tension between kinetocratic societies in the desert and centralized states has been central to African politics for centuries. It argues that we need to look both at how the state has been attempting to govern mobility within the reaches of its power and at how centralized states are related to kinetocratic societies. The second and third sections discuss the case of the Ader region in the period 1885–1946. Ader lies at the southern edge of the Sahara desert. Before colonial occupation, Ader accommodated a hybrid form of governance, whereby the most mobile sections of society dominated both nomadic and settled groups. This section considers the interaction between Ader’s kinetocratic government and colonial government up to the mid-1940s. It shows that, over the course of the twentieth century, as the specialized economic functions of desert dwellers progressively lost significance and as these societies came to be seen primarily as a security concern, the balance of power in this relation shifted in favor of the state. Therefore, the focus is on how mobile lifestyles in Ader adapted to encapsulation in different political rationales and technologies of rule. The conclusion advances some final reflections on the broader theoretical implications of the ideas presented in this chapter.
Access and Ownership: The Long-Term Tension Between Desert Life and Urban Life

The desert and the particular forms of authority that develop in it pose a limit and sometimes a threat to the expansion of centralized states. Some studies of African governance emphasize the ways in which low population densities have hindered state power. Hence, Jeffrey Herbst suggested that “the fundamental problem facing state-builders in Africa—be they precolonial kings, colonial governors, or presidents in the independent era—has been to project authority over inhospitable territories that contain relatively low densities of people.” Similarly, John Iliffe noted that “in the West African Savannah, underpopulation was the chief obstacle to state formation,” and Robert Bates found that, in Africa, “the higher the population density, the greater the level of political centralization.” A corollary of this argument is that the impervious conditions of the desert, while undermining state organization, support different social and political structures that pose a threat to the centralized power of states. Tension between the nomadic dwellers of the desert and urban-settled society have sometimes resulted in positive complementarities between the different economic specializations of urban, settled society, and nomadic pastoralists and long-distance traders. But, both in Africa and elsewhere, this tension has always retained the potential to turn into violent confrontation.

The history of north and west Africa over the longue durée is marked by the opposition between on the one hand centralized “states” (kingdoms, empires, caliphates) supporting settled lifestyles where natural resources allow higher population densities; and on the other nomadic societies structured into segmentary lineage kinship units practicing transhumant pastoralism and stratified into hierarchies headed by a warrior nobility. This tension is prominent in sources covering roughly the last thousand years of West African historiography. A case in point are descriptions of the relation between the Sanhaja (and their militant offshoot, the Almoravids) and the Kingdom of Ghana. It has been suggested that defense against the former was a factor in the formation of the Ghana empire. Control of movement in and across the desert figures as a distinctive trait of Sanhaja social organization. Writing in the ninth century, Al Yaqubi portrays the Sanhaja who inhabit the desert between Sijilmasa, to the north, and Awdaghust, to the south, in characteristic terms: “they have no permanent dwellings. It is their
customs to veil their faces with their turbans. They do not wear [sewn] clothes, but wrap themselves in lengths of cloth. They subsist on camels, for they have no crops, wheat or otherwise." About one hundred years later, Ibn Hawqal gives a longer description of the same society:

Between Awdaghust and Sijilmasa there is more than one tribe of isolated Berbers who have never seen a settlement and know nothing other than the remote desert. Among them are the Sharta and Samsata and the Banu Masufa. The latter are a great tribe who live deep inland around inadequate water points and do not know wheat or barley or flour. There are among them some who know these things only figuratively. Their food consists of milk and only occasionally of meat, yet they are sturdier and stronger than anyone else. They have a king who rules them and administers their affairs. The Sahaja and other people of this region respect him, because they control that route. They are steadfast and brave, good camel riders, lightfooted in running and tough. They know well the conditions and forms of the land and how to find their way over it, and how to be guided to water-points by description and discussion. They have a sense of direction which no one comes near to except those who are close to them and lead the same life. 21

El Bekri’s *Book of Roads and Realms* belongs to a literary genre that emphasizes the contrast between stretches of travel (“roads”), often through inhospitable deserts inhabited by nomads, and urban centers (“realms”)—oases, hamlets, and towns—defined in terms of their human and material “contents.” His description of the rise of the Almoravids at the following of Abd Allah ibn Yacin, whose fanaticism had been shaped by desert life, evokes the theme of the potential threat of desert warriors on settled people. 22 The usual *topoi* of constant mobility, lack of attachment to any type of settlement, 23 and the habits (and foods) of farmers recur in his writing as they do in most other authors. To some extent, these are literary conventions. Entire passages are sometimes reproduced from earlier writers without acknowledging the source. Undoubtedly, these characterizations constitute discursive tropes that reflect how society was imagined by the authors of these texts. 24 But recognizing their biases does not mean that these representations were not real, in the sense that they shaped people’s
imagination and had concrete consequences for social relations between desert nomads and urban dwellers.

In the second half of the fourteenth century, Ibn Khaldoun placed this tension at the center of his philosophy of history: “Civilization may be either desert (Bedouin) civilization as found in outlying regions and mountains, in hamlets (near suitable) pastures in waste regions, and on the fringes of sandy deserts. Or it may be sedentary civilization as found in cities, villages, towns, and small communities that serve the purpose of protection and fortification by means of walls.” The contrast between “desert civilization” and “sedentary civilization” that permeates the Kitab al-Ibar focuses less on the difference between nomadism and settlement and more on the moral implications of urban life and life in the desert. In the desert, according to Ibn Khaldoun, social institutions are aimed at obtaining what is necessary and uncorrupted by the luxury of cities, which create dependence on superfluous pleasures. The relationship between these two domains is dynamic: Ibn Khaldoun sees desert civilization as (structurally) dominated by the urban population because of the desert dwellers’ inability to procure material necessities and the products of crafts and specialized industry in their own abode. Yet he views these two worlds as interdependent. The moral, and consequently physical, strength of desert society poses a constant threat to centralized states. When desert rulers conquer cities, they initially attempt to remain isolated from urban centers. But, in few generations, they often embrace the corrupt urban lifestyle that, without a close observance of Islamic precepts, leads to moral decadence. In the Kitab al-Ibar, the tension between desert and city life appears as the fundamental dialectic of human history. Yet Ibn Khaldoun avoids essentializing these two realities—in his work, nomads and urban dwellers are not represented as incommensurable “types of being.” Particular groups may periodically change their lifestyles as they cross desert/urban boundaries and gradually adopt worldviews that he sees as well adapted to the localities they inhabit.

Ibn Khaldoun provides the most thorough conceptual analysis of this relation. However, the distinction between desert-dwelling societies and centralized states runs through most discussions of the political history of northern and western Africa. For example, writing in the seventeenth century Al-Sadi argues that Timbuktu was founded by Tuareg nomads who used it originally as a “depot for their belongings” and a summer grazing ground for their herds. Before it was conquered by Sunni Ali, the sultan of
the Tuareg Akil delegated the government of Timbuktu and its settled society to a representative who acted as a settled ruler, while he himself continued to move in desert camps with his animals. This reveals the perceived difficulty for desert rulers to adapt to the sedentary lifestyle required for governing settled society. Conversely, other sources underline the attitude of settled rulers toward desert-based societies. Hence, Ibn Fartuwa’s account of the wars of Bornu’s sultan Idris Alooma distinguishes sharply between the defensive tactics that Bornu’s armies adopted in relation to Tuareg nomads and Hausa polities. When the former’s continuous raids were repelled, nomad attackers were scattered back into the deserts where they had originally come from. Instead, Hausa fortified cities were sieged, and their permanent defense structures challenged Bornu’s mighty army. The distinct habits of the “people of the desert” and of Sudanic settled civilization were later noticed by nineteenth-century European explorers. Colonial administrators described the different requirements of rule in the desert. For instance, French sources differentiate between circonscriptions sédentaires and circonscriptions nomades, or sedentary and nomadic districts, respectively structured into cantons and groupements. In nomadic districts, security was maintained through the deployment of special camel corps (pelotons méharistes).

Changes in the technologies of trade, travel, and rule that followed colonization altered the relation between the desert and urban seats of centralized power. The decline of the trans-Saharan trade, controlled by networks familiar with desert life, altered the terms of the relation between centralized societies and “desert peoples” to the latter’s disadvantage. As the connecting functions of desert societies progressively lost relevance, the maintenance of peaceful relations with them became less necessary. Security concerns prevailed as the colonial administration saw the desert primarily as the abode of dissidents and rebels, beyond the reach of “normal” state power. Centralized colonial and postcolonial states governed the desert by alternating politics of noninterference with violent repression. Modern state governments could afford to ignore the different governmentality that prevails in desert regions, when these regions did not pose a threat to state power. Yet, when they threatened to destabilize central rule, states intervened on desert society through the use of exceptional measures. While states had resorted to violence to assert their power over boundary semidesert regions since precolonial times, what appears to have been new under colonial rule was the loss of incentives (which had once been primarily economic, as desert societies ensured trade) to tolerate kinetocracy in the desert.
To summarize, mobility challenges centralized state rule. The state asserts its power by delimiting and defining space. It classifies and controls forms of property and labor in relation to territorialized places and resources. To be sure, nomads too have a territory and recognize areas of nomadization over which certain groups have priority access. But such precedence is defined by their capacity to defend their freedom of movement, ensure the safety of allies and dependents, and restrict the mobility of enemies. In deserts, the power of political rulers depends less on material wealth than on being unencumbered by possessions and yet capable to access needed resources at any time. Societies adapted to desert-like conditions tend to prioritize access over ownership. In contexts where land and other valuables are highly vulnerable to recurrent risks, such as minor shifts in rainfall patterns, securing access to scattered resources is safer than securing exclusive property rights over volatile capital (for example, land, livestock). To be sure, essentializations of either nomadism or “desert life” should be avoided. Deserts may not be the only conditions where power is expressed primarily as control over movement, but they constitute the example used in this chapter. And nomadism may not be the only form of social organization informed by this rationale of government, but surely it is a case in point. With Ibn Khaldoun, “desert civilization” and “urban civilization” are not unchanging identities: they are social and political responses to environments that can carry different population densities. Desert-based groups can defeat and conquer centralized powers and arrange ways to rule over them. Or they can become encapsulated in the territorial and political boundaries of powerful empires and states. Specific forms of dependence and integration between desert and city life change over time and across regions. But control over movement is the very axiom of the government of desert-based societies—more than, and in opposition to, urban rationales of government. When centralized states attempted to impose their rule upon desert-based groups, they mostly proved unable to control the latter’s movements.

The Government and Self-Government of Mobility in Ader

Kinetocracy is rooted in the longue durée of Ader’s history. While this region underwent major political transformations over the period considered here, the environmental circumstances of Ader imposed a particular
rationale of government to both powerful and powerless. In its least fertile regions, Ader’s resources were ephemeral and scattered in different locations. Securing access over a multiplicity of scarcely productive sites mattered more than exercising exclusive control over any single location. In Ader, kinetocratic governmentality was in a dialectic relationship with centralized state rule. When incongruences could not be breached, because of a lack of incentives to establish a cooperative relation between nomadic rulers and centralized states, states attempted to impose their rule through exceptional measures. Yet those very conditions that induced kinetocracy eluded the normalization of exceptionality, which, from the centralized state’s perspective, would have implied the integration of populations settled at the desert’s edge within its own rationales and apparatuses of rule. Centralized states, be they the Sokoto Caliphate, the Sultanate of Agadez, or the French empire, struggled to control mobility in Ader and faced resistance primarily in the form of the exit option: people at the desert’s edge resisted settlement and pressures to change their habits. They refused to settle and invest primarily in local productive resources at the expense of diversification because the risks involved would have been too high: they knew that, in the likely event of famine and impoverishment, distant state institutions would not have provided effective relief for their families. They never ceased to strive to retain control over their own movements, as mobility allowed them to diversify their livelihood options spatially. And they continued to be integrated in precolonial hierarchies, which progressively lost some of their former functions but still provided access to networks of support and protection, within Ader and elsewhere.

This section looks at transformations in the government and self-government of mobility that took place between the last quarter of the nineteenth century and the mid-twentieth century in Ader, which is in the southern half of what is today the Tahoua administrative region of southern Niger. Ader is located at the edge of the Sahara desert. In the nineteenth century, southern Ader was the northernmost extension of the Sokoto Caliphate and northern Ader fell within the sphere of influence of the Sultanate of Agadez. Yet Ader was relatively distant from the centers of political power of both Sokoto and Agadez. Lying, respectively, at the northern and southern margins of these areas, it was difficult to control. Ader-based elites acted as de facto rulers of the country. In the second half of the nineteenth century, Ader’s society was subjected to the power of two Tuareg
warrior elites: the Iwellemmeden Kel Denneg in northern Ader and the Kel Gress in southern Ader. The rationales and practices of rule adopted by these two groups were unlike the bureaucratic administration of neighboring centralized states. These Tuareg elites did not have a fixed abode. They changed residence constantly, and their capacity to move autonomously was a direct consequence of their power. Any loss of power corresponded to decreased autonomy to move freely.

Political rule and control over movement cannot be separated in Ader. Ultimately, the military might of Tuareg warlords rested on their capacity to attack sedentary populations; raid, pillage, and kidnap slaves; access and exploit scarce and scattered resources; and resist attacks by the armies of their sedentary neighbors. More vulnerable groups either obtained the protection of these nomadic warrior elites in exchange for tributes or were subdued and enslaved. Protection allowed dependents to carry out productive activities and trade without the fear of raids—in other words, it was protection to move in ways that did not hurt the interests of the warrior nobility (imajeghen). In some cases, slavery corresponded to completely controlled mobility: slaves moved (or did not move) depending on their masters’ will. A master could be absent most of the time, and this gave some autonomy to slaves settled in separate villages. But they only moved independently at their own risk.

In the second half of the nineteenth century, the Kel Gress and Iwellemmeden confederations operated in somewhat different ways, reflecting the different environments they controlled. Kel Gress wealth depended on caravan trade and the herding and farming on which such trade relied. A large proportion of the camels and cereals traded appear to have been their own and were produced through the use of slave or freed-slave labor. Their power was partly territorial, and they had to entertain good relations with powerful neighbors in Sokoto if they wanted to trade with them. The area of influence of the Kel Gress comprised many villages of former slaves whom they had liberated and turned into sharecroppers or tributary farmers. The latter owed a large part of their harvest to Kel Gress elites. Unlike slaves, they had to provide for all their needs. Yet they were motivated to produce more on lands that they perceived as their own.

Iwellemmeden rule in northern Ader was different. In these arid regions at the border with the Sahara, slaves were less valuable as producers than as capital. As slaves, they did not own anything and had no rights over their
own persons and their offspring. They merely looked after their masters’ possessions, which included their own and their children’s labor and bodies. Their villages also functioned as stations in the travels of their masters and their allies. The harshness of this system was mitigated by the fact that slaves who lived in these separate villages enjoyed a greater degree of autonomy than other slaves. They were particularly vulnerable in moments of crisis, when the elites had priority access to scarce resources and could sell the most marginal of their slaves. The most exposed to the threat of being sold at slave markets were slaves newly captured in raids against villages falling in enemy territory. The Iwellemmeden were desert warriors whose political supremacy was rooted in their military superiority to local farming villages and their knowledge of the desert territory. Because scarce resources were scattered over vast spaces, retaining the capacity to control their movements was essential to Iwellemmeden elites. Rather than investing in productive resources and therefore developing ties to the land, they asserted their supremacy over entire villages of farmers and herders and forced them to provide anything Iwellemmeden inajeghen required, at any time, in the form of tributes or casual contributions. They supplemented what they obtained from these dependents through raids and pillages targeted primarily at other Tuareg confederations. Their capacity to move unhindered in and out of the desert allowed elites to satisfy their needs without having to settle in one place and negotiate their legitimacy politically with local populations. They controlled the mobility of their dependents, and anyone entering their region unprotected exposed him/herself to their attacks. They exemplify kinetocracy more than most other groups.

Ader’s Tuareg elites had established their supremacy over Hausaphone groups, who retained their own political organization and status system but were incorporated as tributary dependents in one or the other Tuareg chieftaincy. Seminomadic ruling elites camped with their families, servants, and some animals in different places throughout the year within areas of nomadization over which they had asserted their supremacy through war. Animals, mainly camels, were the main form of wealth of these Ader-based Tuareg groups. Herders followed the movements of their own and their masters’ or patrons’ animals. Elites would normally participate in the main transhumance cycles but were free to attend to any other business, anytime. They traveled light. Wherever they stopped, they were hosted by people who owed them allegiance or by allies and dependents scattered in distant regions. Slaves built tents and camps for them and carried out all
tasks related to food preparation, water provision, and animal husbandry. Tuareg elites did not engage in productive labor directly (farming and herding). Their subordinates, of free or slave status, did all manual work for them. The most trusted among them, often of artisan status, coordinated and supervised various activities.

Clashes between Tuareg groups usually took the form of raids and counterraids. Incursions on settled villages could be carried out by small groups of mounted warriors and were usually aimed at kidnapping children who would be enslaved. Larger raids against entire farming villages incremented cereals levied from dependents. Tuareg chiefs summoned dependents by playing the drum of war (ettebol). The drum resounded over a great distance, and scattered dependent groups would gather at the chief’s moving camp, from where their next movements would be planned.

Ader-based nomadic rulers, Kel Gress and Kel Denneg, established their supremacy over regions that included both (semi-)nomadic pastoralist and settled farmers. The latter were more numerous in southern Ader falling under Kel Gress power. Most farming villages were inhabited by Hausaphone groups. Moreover, when Tuareg slaves were liberated, they usually embraced a semisedentary lifestyle, settling down in villages and taking up farming. Taking up agriculture as the main productive activity implied giving up transhumance. Yet it would be wrong to assume that farmers were wholly sedentary. In precolonial Ader, farming involved considerable mobility. Most farmers owned several fields in different locations. Given erratic rainfall patterns, this allowed them to minimize the risk of harvest failure. It was (and still is) common for some Hausaphone groups in Ader to have a wife in each of a man’s productive locations. Until the early twentieth century, new fields could be acquired by clearing the bush with the help of sons and often in association with male relatives and age peers, with the specific purpose of increasing the farmland in one’s possession. The practice of migrating seasonally to farm distant fields is called idik or edir. Farmers built temporary huts in their “region of idik” and stayed there (or sent an adult son) in the farming season.

Hunting occupied an important place in Hausaphone groups known as “Asna.” Asna groups farmed, hunted, and were skilled archers. They arranged hunting trips to surrounding forests that today have been lost to the desert. Sometimes they built camps of temporary huts where they could rest in the course of hunting expeditions that lasted several days. Moreover, both Tuareg and Hausa groups contained specialized long-distance traders
(Hausa: *fatakke*) who exploited Ader’s location between two ecological zones, the desert and the savannah, and price differentials for the complementary products of the north and south. The main caravan traders of Ader were the Kel Gress. The elites coordinated the most important cycles of trade, which was labor intensive and absorbed different categories of dependent workers. There were also more or less autonomous trade networks, such as the Isawaghen, who traded salt from Tegidda, or the Illabakan who sold magic charms. These groups displaced themselves in smaller numbers and specialized in the trade of specific goods. The organization of Ader’s Hausaphone trade networks was less internally diversified and stratified than that of the networks headed by more important Kano-based traders.

At the end of the nineteenth century, Hausa long-distance trading groups from Ader would have involved about ten to fifteen trade partners traveling together. Trips from Ader to Kano or Sokoto lasted fifteen to twenty days, depending on the sites of arrival and departure.

To summarize, in precolonial Ader farming, herding, hunting, and trade involved mobility. Movements matched the seasonality of productive activities. Freedom to choose when and how to move was a function of social status. The higher one’s status the greater the freedom to move independently and make others move. The movements of clients and slaves depended on the will of their patrons and masters. Free Tuareg and Hausa tributaries conducted long-distance trade in insecure conditions. Their trajectories ventured outside the areas dominated by specific *imajeghen* groups, with whom they had established economic and military alliances and to whom they paid various kinds of tributes. Their travels exposed them to the risk of raids, attacks, and enslavement. On the other hand, slaves and dependents could not move without the consent of their masters. If intercepted, they would be punished or recaptured by new masters. While some slaves escaped, escape does not seem to have been frequent.

**Movement Under Colonial Rule**

I have discussed elsewhere the process through which colonial government limited the capacity of former elites to move freely and, by restraining the latter’s power, allowed former slaves to take control over their own movements. Yet, at the same time, colonial rule attempted to control and reorganize the mobility of subjects in new ways. At the desert’s edge, France
extracted what it could and gave little in return. Ader’s hostile environment did not lend itself easily to the establishment and maintenance of infrastructure. And the limited yields of local production did not justify significant investments, which might have encouraged some degree of urbanization.

French armies invaded Ader in 1900. The first twenty years of colonial occupation of Ader were characterized by ongoing raids and insecurity. “Pacification” was a precondition for the normalization of colonial rule, and it depended on crushing the resistance of former rulers. Repression took the form of military clampdowns and, as in Tanout in 1917, the virtual extermination of the imajeghen (see below). Dissident Tuareg elites relied on their superior knowledge of the territory, their ongoing hold over their former subjects, and the incapacity of an understaffed and underfinanced French administration to track and confine their movements. In the early years of colonial occupation, controlling the country amounted to establishing who could move freely across dry, impervious lands and who could control the mobility of local subjects. The French soon realized that punctual military victories and peace treaties were meaningless unless they could actually check dissidents’ movements and make local people comply with the requirements of the new regime (for example, taxes, forced labor, military recruitment, progressive settlement of nomadic groups). This, in turn, depended on their capacity to move safely in the territory they had invaded. None of these conditions were even remotely achieved in the first two decades of colonial rule, and they were never fully achieved afterward.

The French encountered major difficulties as they tried to establish viable routes across the country. Long waterless tracts of land posed insurmountable obstacles to French military administrators. Vast areas in Ader could not be controlled. Former Tuareg rulers defeated in battle by French superior military technology responded with guerrilla warfare, in which they had objective advantages vis-à-vis the French. They knew the land and its resources and inhabitants better, and they could rely on the support of some of their former dependents. Most local groups feared the imajeghen; some also respected them. Either way, Ader’s inhabitants did not trust the colonial state enough to dare denying support to the fearsome imajeghen.

Two different types of boundaries gave refuge to dissident Tuareg elites: the edge of the Sahara, to the north, was a line beyond which the Iwellemmeden felt secure and French military strategies became substantially less effective. The Iwellemmeden resistance continued to launch raids on
settled villages and hide in the desert until 1917. In the south, the border with English Nigeria remained disputed until 1907. This allowed the Kel Gress to elude colonial authority in a no man’s land where power and responsibility were disputed between French and English forces. However, unlike Iwellemmeden elites, the Kel Gress could not abandon their territorial interests in order to elude French control. When Kel Gress imajeghen realized that they stood no chance to win against the superior French military technology, their main concern was to resume control over the production and trade that underpinned their wealth. After the defeats of Zanguebe and Galma in 1901, Kel Gress resistance ceased, and small numbers of Kel Gress were even mobilized in French offensives against other Tuareg “rebel” groups. In northern Ader, the Iwellemmeden Kel Denneg resisted until 1917, when they were exterminated in Tanout. At the height of the “rebellion,” French government declared state of siege, which made exceptional military measures possible in what was already a regime of exception, the indigénat.

Following occupation, the French established administrative posts that had to be interconnected by practicable routes and required provisions to guarantee their normal functioning. They needed horses and camels for the functioning of their mounted armies, for standard administrative displacements across villages, to follow up village life and customary rule, to administer justice, to carry out censuses and collect taxes, and to transport building materials and other goods. Animals were acquired in several ways: they were requisitioned from rebels in the course of battles and counter-raids and kept as booty; they were demanded as a peace condition in submission treaties; they were received as a form of tax in kind; and they were rented from the largest owners, such as the Kel Gress. Thus, the country had to provide the horses and camels that the French administration needed to rule. It also had to provide all the labor necessary for carrying out public works, manning the army, and servicing colonial posts and operations. Ader populations opposed a strenuous resistance to colonial exactions, forced labor, and compulsory military recruitment. They hid their livestock and horses, migrated to northern Nigeria, escaped into the mountains, and attacked the customary chiefs (chefs de canton) who carried out recruitment operations on behalf of the French administration.

In the 1920s, large numbers of emancipated slaves from Ader started migrating to Nigeria. By the 1930s, this exodus was recorded by independent French and British sources as a phenomenon of great demographic
and economic magnitude. French colonial administrators referred to this constant movement as “la question des exodes.” They strove to stop it and regulate it, without success. What appeared as an undifferentiated mass of migrants concealed, in fact, different groups with different reasons for migrating. Among the migrant population were slaves who left never to come back and whose movement was an attempt to leave their origins behind and start a new life. Others migrated to avoid forced labor and compulsory recruitment. They also left to avoid having to pay taxes or, alternatively, to find paid jobs abroad that would allow them to pay taxes on their return.55

Through migration, Ader’s inhabitants resisted taxation and demands on their labor. They also resisted, more generally, having to abide by norms and regulations that were not suitable to the living conditions at the desert’s edge. When the new rulers’ decisions proved intolerable, people moved to British territory or retreated into the desert. If their interests clashed not with the French colonial administration but with the village or canton chief, unhappy subjects sent delegations to the commandant exposing their complaints. Ader’s society chose which governmentality it would operate in, depending on the circumstances. Locals acted politically with political representatives of the centralized state when this could yield convenient results. They migrated when they judged that political action would not yield desirable outcomes.

**Conclusion: Kinetocracy as Governmentality**

Kinetocracy is not a type of state; it is a type of governmentality. This chapter has followed Foucault’s suggestion that we should avoid putting the state at the center of the analytical focus.56 The state does not shape society any more than it is itself shaped by cultural rationales that inform social norms at any one time and place. If the state shapes people’s conduct in a variety of ways, so do the school, the market, and the family. The state’s governmental rationales are an outcome of broader historical, cultural, and social dynamics. Understanding state action requires us to inquire into the underlying rationales that inform government, in the broadest sense of the term. Foucault uses the notion of government in two ways. At one level, his notion of government is very general:
The exercise of power is a “conduct of conducts” and a management of possibilities. Basically, power is less a confrontation between two adversaries or their mutual engagement than a question of “government.” This word must be allowed the very broad meaning it had in the sixteenth century. “Government” did not refer only to political structures or to the management of states; rather it designated the ways in which the conducts of individuals or of groups might be directed—the government of children, of souls, of communities, of families, of the sick. It covered not only the legitimately constituted form of political or economic subjection but also modes of action, more or less considered and calculated, that were destined to act upon the possibilities of action of other people. To govern, in this sense, is to structure the possible field of action of others.57

This first meaning allows us to distinguish between different governmental rationales that inform different types of rule. It implies that institutions (including the state) shape the conduct of socialized individuals according to the values of the time, and that certain categories of actors, by virtue of their social status and position, can act on the actions of others even without the use of force. Tuareg elites in kinetocratic systems could expect to control the movements of their dependents who, in turn, needed the protection of their nomadic patrons if they wished to travel safely. Less successfully, the French administration tried to control the movements of Ader’s population, issuing travel permits to traders, expecting migrants to return from their destinations in order to pay taxes, and recruiting workers on colonial worksites. But it proved difficult to turn people into disciplined colonial subjects.

Foucault also talks of “government” as the specific shape that state rule started to assume in seventeenth-century Europe. In this sense, French colonial administration partook of a particular mentality of government, a governmentality, different both from how suzerain power manifested itself in earlier European history and—for the purpose of this chapter—from the rule of Tuareg warrior elites.58 Following Foucault, France occupied Ader at a time when its governmentality was peculiarly concerned with shaping the conduct of the population understood primarily as living beings. In Foucault’s analysis, the establishment of this specific form of governmentality marks the transformation of politics into biopolitics, and is to be seen
as the most recent transformation in Europe’s rationales of rule: “For millennia man remained what he was for Aristotle: a living animal with the additional capacity for political existence; modern man is an animal whose politics calls his existence as a living being into question.”

Foucault’s primary interest in power/knowledge, rather than in power as it manifests itself in class struggles and other types of confrontations, yields consensual views of power, that is, views that highlight the ways in which the governed and the governors, the victims and the perpetrators, partake of the same cultural rationales that shape how people think and act. However, as has been noted by several critics, Foucault did not try to apply his theoretical framework to multicultural contexts. This chapter attempted to do just this: examine a situation in which two governmental rationales with different social and historical origins interacted in the same place. Of course, we all know how the story ended. Colonial forces defeated Tuareg kinetocratic rule, and imposed a new ideology of government. But how far was the colonial state really capable of shaping the conduct of local inhabitants in marginal desert regions? Plainly stated, not much. The desert had remained, as in earlier times, an environment that eludes “normal” state governance due to its intrinsic characteristics. These environmental factors are not static and unchangeable, but, with Braudel, they change more slowly than political regimes.

As suggested earlier in this chapter, desert-based societies and urban societies are not compartmentalized, but rather they are engaged in a dialectic relationship. The desert’s “refusal to cooperate” with the political rationales that govern social life in urban centers is manifest in the difficulties that empires and states encountered when they attempted to transform desert regions into areas where settled life was possible. From the centralized state’s perspective, the establishment and maintenance of urban infrastructure in the desert has high costs. From the perspective of local inhabitants, investments in valuable property—from elaborate dwellings to productive resources—are too risky. These enduring conditions favor the entrenchment of kinetocratic governmentality and resistance against the normalization of state rule. As briefly discussed in the previous section, kinetocracy is antithetical to at least some of the main traits and characteristics of government in urban centers and settled societies. From the perspective of Quirk and Vigneswaran’s conceptual framework, this might be a case of mobility unmaking states. In kinetocracy, it is not state policy that channels mobility, but instead it is the necessity to move—ultimately for
survival—that structures political hierarchies and social relations. Kinetocratic resistance to state rule takes the form of escape and migration, giving rise to struggles over the meaning and control of people’s mobility. The state tries to regulate movement, but state representatives in desert posts do not share those kinetocratic rationales that enable the exercise of power in these regions. Faced with their failure to enforce their rules and regulations, central states resort to violent clampdowns at the margins.

In the desert, kinetocracy and state rule follow separate governmental logics. Resistance consists in guerrilla or the “exit option” independently conceived and self-managed by migrants. The “voice option” would imply political action within the state apparatus. By contrast, “exit” is an avoidance strategy—a rejection of the political rationales of centralized states. This can be a circumstantial—not an absolute—position: migrants may change their behavior once they reach the city. Again, the two systems are not mutually exclusive; they express a tension familiar to all the men and women who navigate between them. Through mobility, migrants and modern nomads travel between the desert, where kinetocracy prevails, and temporarily settled lifestyles in cities, governed by different rationales of social and political conduct. In the absence of consistent, state-financed safety nets that allow local populations to shift from an emphasis on “access” to an emphasis on “ownership,” the capability to control one’s own and other people’s movements has remained a fundamental condition for survival and a precondition for the exercise of power at the desert’s edge.
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